
Grey Two-Door L-shaped Office Gym Shed Storage Lockers

RRP: $469.95

Our L-shaped, two-door vertical locker is a specially designed space-

saving solution that provides the functionality for clothes and items

storage, for 2 users. It's the ideal solution for personal use in the home or

an apartment; or stack several units together for business needs like in

schools, gyms, or work areas.

The locker has 2 L-shaped compartments, each with a clothing rod so

your garments stay wrinkle-free, and still leave ample room for various

items. The clothes bar can hold several garments with a combined weight

of up to 10kg. Built in air vents keep your stored items fresh-smelling. You

can also customise your locker with a name tag or label in the designated

slot provided.

The locker measures 180 x 40 x 45cm and is constructed with steel plates

for strength and durability.

The locker can be up and ready in minutes, thanks to the simple assembly

design.

Specifications:Specifications:

Colour: Grey
Lock: Padlock-operatedPadlock-operated
Locker dimensions: 180 x 40 x 45cm (H x W x D)
Package dimensions: 192 x 55.5 x 7.5cm
2 vertically stacked L-shaped locker compartments
Clothing rods
Built-in air vents
Durable steel plate construction
Easy to assemble; instructions included
Recommended total weight capacity: 80kg

Features of Padlock-operated Lock:Features of Padlock-operated Lock:

For superb security for yours or your customers' belongings, you can't go

wrong with this tough padlock-operated lock by Salvatore Angelotti.

Crafted from durable metal, it's sturdy enough to hold up under even

constant use. It's easy to operate – simply take the open padlock, slide it

down into the lock mechanism, and swing it closed. It's every bit as

break-in resistant as it looks.

It's also moisture resistant, thanks to a finish that makes it an excellent

solution for storage in gyms and swimming pools – anywhere where

moisture is an issue. Heavy-duty metal makes it nearly impossible for

would-be thieves to crack. It's the perfect lock for lockers in hotels,

offices, factories, or even at home. Use it in your garage with its matching

locker to stash expensive tools or in a wardrobe to keep coins, jewellery,

and other valuables safe. Keep your customers' belongings – and your

own – safe and sound. Order your lock today!
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Note:Note: Padlock itself is not included. Locker assembly required;

instructions and hardware included.

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Grey
Material: Padlock-operated
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